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INTRODUCTION
Currently, most transport wavelength-division
multiplexing (WDM) networks operate statically
(i.e., lightpaths are established semi-permanent-
ly). Although the high capacity of these lightpaths
is underutilized (10–25 percent [1]), the ever
increasing Internet traffic (annual growing rates
of 35–50 percent [1]) and the emerging worldwide
deployment of fiber to the x (FTTx) can mean
that such high capacity might not be enough to
meet the quality of service requirements of mas-
sive multimedia applications. Facing capacity
exhaustion, network operators will require an
evaluation methodology that allows them to select
the most suitable migration alternative. In this
article, we propose such a methodology, using the
migration cost as the determining selection aspect.

Migration strategies can be gradual or of the
“big bang” type. The former is suitable to cope
with heterogeneous traffic growth rates across
the network. Thus, partial network upgrading is

carried out as different network sectors face
capacity exhaustion. The latter type occurs, for
example, when the network operator migrates to
a new technology, incompatible with the previ-
ous one, or when a big contract is secured, forc-
ing a general network capacity upgrade. 

Examples of upgrading alternatives dealing
with capacity exhaustion are:
• Increasing the number of channels/fibers in

some network zones (gradual migration) or
across the whole network (big bang migra-
tion), maintaining bit rate and static opera-
tion

• Increasing the bit rate of some/all (gradu-
al/big bang migration) wavelengths and
maintaining the static operation of the
WDM network

• Increasing the bit rate of wavelengths and
migrating to dynamic operation such as an
automatically switched optical network
(ASON). The introduction of a control
plane for dynamic lightpath establishment/
release represents a big bang migration
strategy.
This article focuses on big bang migration

strategies, as they are the most complex, risky,
and expensive to perform.

The first two migration examples represent
what we call a static migration scenario (light-
paths remain permanently established in the
updated network scenario), while the third one
represents a dynamic migration scenario.

The migration cost (MC) is determined by:
• The differential capital expenditures (D-

CapEx), which is any investment on new
space, infrastructure, and equipment
required to perform the migration

• The operational expenditures (OpEx), which
are the costs of running the network during
its operation period
Considering a big bang migration strategy,

the static and dynamic migration scenarios
exhibit a different temporal evolution of the
MC, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The upper part of
Fig. 1 shows the temporal evolution of the traf-
fic load, measured as the utilization of network
capacity, starting at t0, when the traffic load is
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equal to r0. As time passes (intermediate time
periods, denoted as Ti, could correspond to
months, years, or triennials as defined by the
operator), the traffic load increases until reaches
a point (rMax, defined by the network operator)
when the network capacity is considered exhaust-
ed again and a new upgrade must be done. The
middle section of the figure shows the evolution
of MC for the static case. It can be seen that all
the new equipment required to perform the
upgrade must be installed at instant t0. Thus, the
D-CapEx part of the MC evolution shows a
sharp increase at instant t0, and then no more
new investment is required until the next
upgrade. The OpEx part of the MC instead
shows a monotonic increase due to the yearly
increase of cost parameters (energy, salaries,
etc.). In the dynamic scenario, on the other hand
(lower part of Fig. 1), the wavelength/transmit-
ter/receiver requirements of a dynamic network
are dependent on the traffic load [2, 3]. This
allows the equipment necessary to operate the
network during the first time period to be
installed, delaying the acquisition/installation of
remaining equipment to coming time periods.
The investment carried out in future periods is
significantly lower than that of the first instant,
where the big bang migration strategy required a
general technological upgrade. 

In this article, we aim at providing a generic
techno-economic methodology that allows evalu-
ating the MC of a WDM network nearing capac-
ity exhaustion. The methodology is general
enough to allow the evaluation of different ini-
tial/upgraded scenarios, with different traffic
growth rates, technologies, network architec-
tures, and resource allocation algorithms. 

RELATED WORK
Previous work addressing the evaluation of
migration scenarios has not been able to give a
complete answer to the question of what upgrad-

ing scenario is the best. Mostly, they have ana-
lyzed the cost of different configurations inde-
pendently, without taking into account that
during a migration process some network com-
ponents can be reutilized by the new network
configuration. Additionally, most works have
focused on either CapEx (not D-CapEx) or
OpEx, but not both simultaneously. 

In [2] the number of wavelengths required in
static and dynamic networks (CapEx) was quan-
tified. Results showed a lower wavelength
requirement from dynamic operation, but only at
low traffic loads or if wavelength conversion is
provided. OpEx was not considered, and a
migration analysis was not carried out.

In [4] the CapEx of a static WDM network
was evaluated for transparent and opaque nodes.
Transparent networks were shown to require a
lower CapEx than opaque ones. OpEx was not
considered, and no migration analysis was car-
ried out. In a later work, CapEx and OpEx were
evaluated, taking into account the physical
impairments of links [5]. Results showed again
significant savings of transparent networks. How-
ever, migration scenarios — where a significant
part of the equipment can be reutilized — were
not analyzed.

Similarly, in [6–7] the OpEx of static and
dynamic WDM networks were evaluated. Only
some aspects of the OpEx were considered
(provisioning and failure reparation costs).
Results showed a benefit of dynamic operation
with savings of up to 81 percent in OpEx. Still,
CapEx was not considered, and OpEx was
incomplete.

MIGRATION COST EVALUATION
METHODOLOGY

Let MC(T)A,B be the total cost of migrating from
network scenario A to scenario B, operating
under scenario B during period T. A network
scenario is defined by the network components
(equipment and infrastructure) and its operation
mode (static or dynamic resource allocation
algorithm). MC(T)A,B is given by the sum of two
components:

D-CapExA,B: Differential CapEx comes from
any new or upgraded equipment, infrastructure,
and space required in nodes, links, and the
management system to migrate from network
scenario A to B. This cost is made of the sum of
the acquisition, installation, and configuration
costs of the new/upgraded equipment, infra-
structure, and space required. The acquisition
cost is dependent on the number, type, and cost
of new components (delivered to the headquar-
ters premises of the network operator). It does
not include equipment or infrastructure already
deployed by scenario A, which will continue to
be utilized by scenario B. In the case of requir-
ing new infrastructure/space, the cost of buying/
fitting new infrastructure/space must be includ-
ed here. The equipment installation and config-
uration costs depend on the number of
technicians required to perform this task, their
salary rate, the time required to complete the
task, travel costs, and, eventually, living costs.
Equations detailing acquisition, installation and

Figure 1. Traffic load growth and migration cost evolution for static and
dynamic upgrade alternatives.
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configuration costs can be found in [8]. Note
that, depending on the traffic demand increase,
it can happen that the investment in new or
upgraded components in scenario B is carried
out in stages (dynamic scenario, Fig. 1). D-
CAPapEx also takes into account the time
dependence of cost parameters (e.g., salary,
equipment).

OpEx(T)B: This is the cost incurred to main-
tain the new network scenario B operative dur-
ing T. This includes the cost associated with
maintenance, energy consumption, failure
reparation procedures, and renting of space,
infrastructure, or equipment (if necessary) in
nodes, links, and the management system. In
this case, old and new equipment must be con-
sidered. Maintenance cost is dependent on the
number of technicians in charge of lightpath
provisioning and general maintenance tasks
and their salary.  The energy consumption
expenditure depends on the energy cost
(US$/kWh), number, and power consumption
of all the equipment and infrastructure. Final-
ly, the failure reparation cost is dependent on
the number of failures experienced by the net-
work during T, the cost of the spare compo-
nents, the number of technicians required to
repair a failure, their salary rate, the time
required to repair the failure, as well as the
travel costs associated with the movement of
technicians/spare pieces from/to the headquar-
ters to/from the failure location. Equations
detailing the evaluation of these costs can be
found in [8].

The methodology for a network operator to
determine the most suitable migration alterna-
tive is summarized as follows:
• Define the initial (A) and migration (B)

network scenarios by detailing node archi-
tecture, link configuration, and manage-
ment system used.

• Determine the value of the expected yearly
traffic growth rate and the traffic loads r0
and rMax (Fig. 1).

Step 3. Determine the operation period T, as
described in [8]. 

Step 4. For each migration alternative (net-
work scenario) B:
Step 4A. Determine the number of invest-
ment instants; that is, the number of times
the network operator must incur a new D-
CapEx. In the static case, this number is
equal to 1. In the dynamic case, it is a func-
tion of r0, the traffic growth rate, and the
traffic load at which the equipment require-
ment of the dynamic network becomes
equal to the equipment required by the
static network [2, 3], as described in [8].
Step 4B. Each investment instant, evaluate
D-CapExA,B, considering the cost contribu-
tion of new elements in nodes, links, and
the management system required by net-
work scenario B, as described in [8]. 
Step 4C. Evaluate OpEx(T)B considering the
spending on energy, failure reparation, and
network maintenance in nodes, links, and
the management system of network sce-
nario B as described in [8].

Step 5. Select the migration alternative with
the lowest MC(T)A,B, equal to the sum of
D-CapExA,B for all the investment instants
plus the value of OpEx(T)B.

METHODOLOGY APPLICATION: 
AN EXAMPLE

This section aims to illustrate the application of
the methodology proposed to compare the
migration cost of specific network scenarios for
the NSFNet topology, made of 14 nodes inter-
connected by 25 cables [2].

Figure 2. Node architectures [8]: a) static optical node architecture for scenarios A and B1; b) dynamic optical node architecture for
scenario B2.
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STEP 1: INITIAL/MIGRATION
SCENARIOS DEFINITION

We consider the following initial network sce-
nario (A) and two upgraded alternatives (B1 and
B2).

Scenario A — A static WDM network of 10
Gb/s per wavelength, close to capacity exhaus-
tion. We assume that a lightpath between each
pair of optical nodes is established on a semi-
permanent basis and that single-link failure can
be survived by implementing shared path protec-
tion. Source traffic is assumed to follow an ON-
OFF behavior. The traffic load offered by each
individual connection to the network is given by
the fraction of time such connection is in the
ON state. 

The node architecture assumed for the static
network is shown in Fig. 2a, a classical node
architecture with minor variations to decrease
power consumption. The interface between the
electronic router and the optical node is made of
fixed transponders of transmission and recep-
tion. A transponder of transmission is made of a
short-reach (SR) receiver plus a long-reach (LR)
transmitter. A transponder of reception is made
of an LR receiver plus an SR transmitter. There
are 13 transponders of transmission and 13
transponders of reception (a lightpath per node
pair). At the output stage, the optical signals of
the different wavelengths are regenerated by a
pair of LR receiver/LR transmitter and multi-
plexed into the corresponding output fiber. The
LR transponders could also be used as wave-
length converters. In this stage there are several
outputs without LR -LR regeneration: as such

outputs receive the signals generated at the
node, they do not need to go through additional
regeneration in the output stage. For the
NSFNet topology, there are 13 such signals.

Each link uses Erbium doped fiber amplifiers
(EDFAs) to mitigate the attenuation of the opti-
cal signal. EDFAs operate in the automatic gain
control (AGC) mode with one or more control
loops to resolve gain transients as a consequence
of channel dynamics. Given the AGC mode, in
which a typical EDFA amplifier covers approxi-
mately a spectrum of 30 nm and the Internation-
al Telecommunication Union
Telecommunication Standards Sector (ITU-T)
dense WDM (DWDM) grid establishes 0.8 nm
between neighbor wavelengths, the EDFA ampli-
fier can accommodate up to 37 wavelengths. In
this initial scenario, the range of wavelengths per
link varies from 6 to 13 wavelengths (least and
most loaded links, respectively).

Scenario B1 — Bit rates are increased to 40
Gb/s, maintaining static operation. An increase
of the bit rate means the same data transmitted
in shorter periods. This leads to a decrease in
the duration of the mean ON period, and there-
fore a decrease of the traffic load. This is the
simplest upgrading scenario: all bit-rate-sensitive
devices (e.g., transmitters and receivers) must be
replaced by components with higher bit rates. 

Scenario B2 — Bit rates are increased to 40
Gb/s, and network operation is changed to
dynamic mode. End-to-end reservation of light-
paths requested on demand is assumed. As in
scenario B1, the increase in bit rates leads to a
decreased value of traffic load. Unlike scenario

Table 1. D-CapEx and OpEx related parameters of components in scenarios B1 and B2.  AWG: arrayed waveguide grating.

Scenario Component description Number of compo-
nents [8]

Normalized cost unit
(NCU) [4, 10]

FIT
[4, 8]

MTTR
[h] [4, 8]

p[W]
[8]

B1

Fixed transmission transponder
SR-LR at 40 Gb/s (1500 km reach) 13 2.585 256 2 70

Fixed reception transponder LR-SR at
40 Gb/s (1500 km reach) 13 2.585 256 2 70

Output stage fixed 3R regenerators
at 40 Gb/s (1500 km reach)

Number of outgoing
wavelengths – 13 3.62 256 2 70

B2

Tunable SR-SR transmission
transponder at 40 Gb/s

f(ri) 1.2·2.585 931 2 15

SR-SR fixed reception transponder at
40 Gb/s

f(ri) 1.2·2.585 250 2 15

Input stage tunable LR-SR
transponder at 40 Gb/s

f(ri) 1.2·3.62 815 2 70

AWG-based optical commutation
device at 40 Gb/s 1 (75 ◊ port number + 800)/

cost reference transponder 200 6 0

Output stage fixed SR-LR
transponder at 40 Gb/s

f(ri) 3.62 256 2 70

Control plane for configuring and
releasing dynamic lightpaths 1 20 [9] — — —
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B1, by dynamically allocating network resources,
at low traffic loads the network might require a
lower number of components to operate. This
upgrading scenario is the most complex, mainly
because a control plane must be added to the
management system to dynamically allocate net-
work resources.

We consider the node architecture shown in
Fig. 2b. The main differences with respect to the
static node architecture are SR–SR tunable
transponders of transmission in the interface
stage; tunable LR–SR transponders with wave-
length conversion capability in the input stage;
an optical commutation device based on passive
arrayed waveguide gratings (AWGs), and the
use of fixed SR–LR transponders with wave-
length conversion capability at the output stage.

The same link configuration as in the static
case is assumed. The only difference lies in the
number of wavelengths, now varying from 4 to
13 wavelengths, depending on the value of the
traffic load.

STEP 2: TRAFFIC GROWTH RATE; 
MAXIMUM AND INITIAL TRAFFIC LOAD

We assume an annual traffic growth rate equal
to 30 percent [1] and a value of rMax equal to 1.
As the bit rate is increased four times, the initial
traffic load, r0, is equal to 0.25. 

STEP 3: OPERATION PERIOD
According to the expressions presented in [8],
with a traffic growth of 30 percent per year and
an initial traffic load of 0.25, the network will
operate for five years until a new upgrade is
needed.

STEP 4A: NUMBER OF INVESTMENT INSTANTS
For scenario B1, only one investment instant is
required. For scenario B2, instead, three invest-
ment instants are required, calculated as in [8].
In this case, depreciation equal to 7 percent per
year is considered in the acquisition of equip-
ment in investment instants t1 and t2.

STEP 4B: EVALUATION OF D-CAPEX
To evaluate the D-CapEx, the components of
scenario A that change due to the migration
process must be identified. These are 13 fixed
transmission transponders, SR–LR, at 10 Gb/s
(1500 km reach, which is the length of the
longest links in NSFNet) and 13 fixed reception
transponders, LR–SR, at 10 Gb/s (1500 km
reach) in every node for any updating alterna-
tive; as many output stage 3R fixed regenerators
at 10 Gb/s (1500 km reach) as the number of
outcoming wavelengths of the node minus 13
and, when migrating to dynamic operation, an
optical commutation device and a control plane
component in charge of lightpath provisioning.
The link configuration does not change in any of
the alternative upgrading scenarios.

Table 1 shows the new/upgraded components
of scenarios B1 and B2 with respect to scenario
A (components of scenarios B1 [B2] already
existing in scenario A not included). The first
column lists the different scenarios; the second
and third columns correspond to the description
and number of components, respectively. (f(ri)

denotes a number that depends on the traffic
load at instant ti). In scenario B1, the number of
outgoing wavelengths is given by the number of
working lightpaths plus backup wavelengths [8].
In scenario B2, the capacity of each link is a
function of the traffic load, the maximum accept-
able blocking probability per connection, and the
survivability required [8]. For this same scenario,
the number of transmitters and receivers is a
function of the traffic load and the maximum
acceptable blocking probability per connection
[3]. The fourth column shows the cost of buying,
installing, and configuring the new or upgraded
component at instant t0. The cost, expressed in
normalized cost unit (NCU), has been normal-
ized to the cost of a 10 Gb/s transponder of 750
km reach using the data of [4]. The following
columns are related to operational aspects.

D-CapEx results show that scenario B1 yields
a much lower D-CapEx than B2: 2498 NCUs for
scenario B1 vs. 5966 NCUs for scenario B2,
made up of the sum of the normalized D-CapEx
for each of the three investment instants: 5267,
427, and 272 NCUs, respectively. This higher D-
CapEx for the dynamic case comes mainly from
the higher number of components to be upgrad-
ed (in particular, transponders).

STEP 4C: EVALUATION OF OPEX
Regarding energy, we assume US$0.15/kWh
(www.energy.eu) and the power consumption
listed in the rightmost column of Table 1 for
each component.

Concerning failure reparation, the FIT and
mean time to repair (MTTR) values of node
components are listed in columns fifth and sixth
of Table 1. FIT and MTTR for cables is 114/km
and 8 h, respectively. For the optical amplifiers,
these statistics are 2000 and 6 h, respectively.
The field technician salary rate is assumed equal
to 0.01 NCU/h according to the data used in the
OASE project (www.ict-oase.eu). We assume 1,
2, and 3 technicians to repair a network node
component, an optical amplifier, and a cable
failure, respectively. The mean travelling time

Figure 3. Comparison of normalized OpEx for migration scenarios B1 and B2.
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from the technician base to any place in the
NSFNet network is assumed equal to 8.5 h. 

Regarding network maintenance, the number
of technicians in charge of the management sys-
tem and service provisioning is assumed to be six
in scenario B1 and two in scenario B2, as pro-
posed in [7]. These technicians are assumed to
generate a monthly cost equal to 1.2 NCU
(www.ict-oase.eu). The cost of energy and salaries
are assumed to increase 3 percent per year.

Figure 3 compares the normalized OpEx. It
can be seen that dynamic operation leads to a
higher failure reparation and energy cost than the
static case. Failure reparation is driven by the cost
of the replacement component. In the dynamic
case, the use of tunable components with higher
FIT and cost than the static case leads to a higher
failure reparation cost. In fact, for the studied
case, 35- and 11-node failure events with a mean
failure reparation cost equal to 1.8 NCU and 1.5
NCU occur in the dynamic and static scenarios,
respectively (the number and cost of link failure
events is the same in both cases). In terms of
energy, the higher number of components in the
dynamic case and their higher energy consump-
tion also cause higher energy cost.

Despite the higher costs of failure reparation
and energy consumption [3], the dynamic sce-

nario leads to lower overall OpEx than the static
scenario. As previously reported, this is due to
the significant savings produced by the dimin-
ished number of technicians in charge of the
management system and service provisioning. 

STEP 5: COMPARISON OF MIGRATION COSTS
As depicted in Fig. 4, the lower OpEx of the
dynamic scenario does not imply a lower migra-
tion cost. The migration to a dynamic scenario
(B2) results in significantly higher migration cost
than maintaining the static operation (almost
two times more expensive with a normalized MC
of 3311 NCUs and 6607 NCUs for scenarios B1
and B2, respectively). That is, the OpEx savings
are not enough to compensate for the invest-
ment in new components. We obtained similar
results regarding the convenience of dynamic
operation for a traffic growth rate equal to 50
percent. This result highlights the importance of
simultaneously evaluating OpEx and D-CapEx,
as very different conclusions can be arrived at if
only one of these costs is evaluated.

The presented methodology not only allowed
quantifying D-CapEx and OpEx, as shown in Fig.
4, but also enabled the identification of the key
factors contributing to the MC. For example, for
this study case, the key cost factors are compo-
nent cost, salary of technicians, and cable length. 

Figure 5 shows the value of the normalized
MC of scenario B2 (the MC of scenario B1
varies similarly, although on a different scale) as
the values of these three aspects with the most
impact increase/decrease by 25 and 50 percent.
The results show that the component cost is the
parameter most affecting the value of the MC:
an increase of 25 percent (50 percent) of compo-
nent cost leads to an almost linear increase of
the MC (24 and 47 percent, respectively). How-
ever, the MC is almost insensitive to variations
of the salary of technician or the length of cables:
an increase of 50 percent of salary of techni-
cians/length of cables leads to an increase of just
1 percent on the MC. This implies that the MC
would not change significantly if the same sce-
narios were analyzed in an European-country-
sized network, where the average cable length
can be up to 10 times shorter than in a continen-
tal network such as NSFNet. 

CONCLUSIONS
The techno-economic methodology presented is
the first effort aimed at addressing the general
problem of selecting an optical network upgrad-
ing alternative. Instead of just analyzing a case
with very specific assumptions on technologies,
network architectures, or algorithms, as previous
work has done, hampering the application of their
study to other cases, our method can be applied
to a very wide range of upgrading situations. 

We expect this methodology will help net-
work designers to identify the lowest-cost migra-
tion alternative as well as the key factors
affecting the migration cost. Thus, the impact of
technical decisions on migration costs can be
evaluated.

The limitations of this work that should be
addressed in future research are related to the fol-
lowing assumptions: the entire network reaches a

Figure 4. Migration cost for scenarios B1 and B2, detailing the contribution of
D-CapEx and OpEx aspects.
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capacity saturation state at the same time, during
an upgrading process no topology changes are per-
formed, and all possible users require a lightpath
during network operation. By relaxing these limita-
tions, research in this area can lead to a systemati-
zation of the upgrading process of optical networks
in such a way that novel computer-assisted network
upgrading process tools can be developed. 
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Figure 5. Sensitivity analysis of the migration cost as a function of its most
influential parameters.
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